
AEROGREEN 4130 HIGH PRESSURE 
(WAND CLEANING) CLEANER-DEGREASER

FOR CLEANING ALL SURFACES BEFORE AND AFTER FINISHING

LIQUID & POWDER FINISHES

Surface Prepara�on:  The single most important func�on that can influence paint performance is the quality of the surface 
prepara�on.   The quality of the surface prepara�on has a direct rela�onship with the final surface coa�ngs and therefore it cannot 
be emphasized enough that for good and permanent adhesion the use of AEROGREEN 4130 will insure a superior surface 
prepara�on for all types of liquid and powder finishes. 

To speed surface prepara�on, Use AEROGREEN 4130 with your power-washing equipment.  This process is ideal for large surfaces, 
intricate items and mass produc�on of parts to be cleaned. Fast and effec�ve, in combina�on with AEROGREEN power washers use 
a pressurized spray to rid surfaces of dirt, oils, greases and other surface contaminants prior to liquid and powder finishes.   

Metal finishing covers a wide array of applica�ons, from metal job shops and sheet metal fabrica�on to spor�ng goods, ligh�ng, 
transformers, manufacturers of truck chassis, truck body, buses, trailers, RV;s and more. Together, the products coated here make 
up the fabric of modern life - powering our homes, ligh�ng our streets, even enabling our backyard barbecues. 

AEROGREEN for use as a Paint-Prep is the best product for cleaning the surface prior to painting by removing soils that cause 
adhesion issues with coatings due to contaminants on the surface.

As outlined in the Society of Protective Coating (SSPC-SP1) 
Standards for removing all visible oil, grease, soil, drawing 
and cutting compounds and other soluble contaminants 
from metal surfaces. 
AEROGREEN for use as a Pre-cleaner prior to  inspection 
and repairs for refurbishing equipment by removing the 
oils, dirt, grease, waxes, polishing compounds, salts, soluble 
oils,  drilling and cutting compounds from the surface prior 
to repairs. AEROGEEN can be safely used  in-between 
primer and top coat and as a final cleaning for preparation 
to ship. 

AEROGREEN 4130 is developed specifically for use to 
clean surface prior to paint and will not leave a soap 
residue behind that interfere with coa�ng adhesion.    

SW PART NUMBER: AEROGREEN  4130 
1-GALLON - SW592-2851
5 GALLON - SW592-2885
55 GALLON - SW592-2919
330 GALLON –SW592-2927
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LIQUID & POWDER FINISHES

DIRECTIONS FOR USING AEROGREEN AS A 
PRE-SPRAY 
IN PUMP SPRAYER: 

1. Dilute AEROGREEN 4130 with water. 3:1 (3 parts
water to 1 part 4130)

2. Spray surface to be cleaned.

3. Allow to sit on surface 1-3 minutes.

4. Rinse surface using the pressure washer containing
water only.

5. Dry surface by using a filter air hose, wiping the
surface dry using a clean lint free cloth or by moving the
cleaned items into the baking oven to ensure the items
are dry and ready to be coated.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE WITH PRESSURE WASHER  
1. Wet surface with water

2. Follow manufacturer’s equipment for use of pressure
washer.

3. Set dilutions jet at 10%

4. Drop feeder hose into AEROGREEN to draw cleaning solution
into pressure washer.

ADDITIONAL BENEFITS 
INCLUDE:
* Leaves No Residue
* Promotes Adhesion
* Low VOC’s
* Non-Hazardous
* Requires No Respirator
* No Special Hazardous Training
* Can Ship by Air
* Creates excellent boning for coatings.

SPECIFICATIONS

NO
100%

Flammable Combustible 
Water Solubility    
Contains Terpenes         NO   
 SCAQMD Certified YES
pH @ Concentrate 12.0-12.3
pH @ 3:1 Dilution  10-11.0
Density lbs. /per gal   8.9 lbs/Gl
100% Readily Biodegradable YES

COMPATIBILITY:
AEROGREEN 4130 is Compatible :

* Lacquers
* Acrylic Enamels
* Fast Drying Coatings
* Solvent Based Coatings
* Water Based Finishes  / Primers
* Metal Finishes / Primers
* Polyurethane Primer / Sealers
* Clear Coat
* Powder Coatings
* Military Coatings
* Water reducible Finishes & Primers
* Epoxy Finishes / Primers
* Latex
* Plastic Finishes /Primers
* Pigmented Topcoats

SAFETY/CAUTION:
Rubber gloves are recommended to prevent drying of the 
skin. Goggles are recommended to protect eyes if 
splashing is expected. When heated above 125 F, mechanical 
or local ventilation is required.  When using product in steam 
cleaning and/or pressure washing application wear a rain suit  
and boots to keep clothes dry.   Harmful if swallowed.  Avoid 
getting into eyes.  If contact occurs, flush with running water.  If 
irritation persists, get medical attention.  May cause dryness of skin 
with prolonged use, wash hands with cold water and apply a hand 
lotion. 

Contains no caustic chemicals
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